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What is the Normal Water Line
in a Steam Boiler?
All boiler manufacturers identify the “normal
water line” in their instruction manuals. It is
typically denoted as “NWL” and describes the
height in inches from the bottom of the boiler
up to this line. By not paying attention to the
NWL, you can set yourself up for a whole lot
of headaches. The manufacturers today know
that for their boilers to provide good “dry”
steam, they have to rely on the boiler’s nearboiler piping to help “shake out” any water
that has come out of the boiler with the steam.
Most manufacturers list the
height of the boiler’s header
piping above the NWL as at
least 24” because:

1) They want to minimize the amount of water that
can climb up the supply riser(s) with the high
velocity steam that is leaving the boiler, and

water to back up into the header piping. If this
happens, the header piping’s internal diameter is
drastically reduced which immediately increases the
steam’s velocity which can cause more problems.
The higher velocity steam will literally “suck”
additional water right up out of the boiler and out
to the system. This water-laden steam will condense
prematurely because the water will rob the latent
heat from the steam causing uneven distribution
of heat throughout the building. It will cause the
steam vents to spit condensate. It will create water
hammer because condensate will slam into elbows,
tees and anything else in its way. This high velocity
steam will also create a low water condition back in
the boiler because of all the water that left the boiler
prematurely. The only time the NWL is the normal
water line is when the boiler is off and cold.
(Figure 1)

2) as the equalizer drip line fills with water on

start-up (because the steam is condensing in
the near-boiler-piping), they don’t want this

“NWL is only normal
when the boiler is
off and cold.”
Figure 1
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B&G Training Videos
Now Online

Figure 2

As soon as the boiler starts to make steam, the
water line has to change because some of the water
is changing its state from a liquid to a gas (Figure 2).
How fast the water changes into steam is a function
of the boiler’s BTU/H capacity. An easy rule of thumb
to refer to when attempting to calculate the boiler’s
steaming rate is 0.5 gpm for every 1000 square feet of
Equivalent Direct Radiation (EDR). This means water
is being taking out of the boiler in the form of steam at
a rate of 0.5 gpm for every 1000 square foot rating of
the boiler. If you have a residential steam boiler capable
of providing 500 square feet of steam, water is leaving
the boiler at a rate of 1/4 gpm for every minute the
boiler is firing. If a boiler firing cycle lasts 15 minutes
and the condensate hasn’t started to return, 3.75 gallons
of water will have left the boiler. That is a substantial
amount of water that is no longer in the boiler.
We know how the NWL is established, but how it is
set in a boiler? The only way to set the proper NWL is
by manually filling the boiler to the proper level. Some
believe that an automatic water feeder is responsible for
maintaining this water line, but a feeder’s only function
is to maintain a safe minimum water level working in
conjunction with the low water cut-off. You don’t want
a customer thinking that an automatic water feeder is
convenience item lest they forget about the importance
of regularly checking their boiler!
If you have any questions regarding low water cut-offs,
automatic water feeders and steam boilers, contact your
local ITT McDonnell & Miller Representative. They are
well trained on steam subjects.

A series of informative
training videos created
to help HVACR professionals
design, operate and better
understand hydronic and
steam systems is now available
free of charge from Bell & Gossett.
Covering a variety of topics ranging from
primary/secondary pumping to seal selection,
the 12 educational training videos were created by
the staff at Bell & Gossett’s Little Red Schoolhouse.
Since 1954, more than 55,000 engineers, contractors
and installers have been trained in the Little Red
Schoolhouse’s learning center, while another
135,000 professionals have received training
through B&G’s ‘traveling classroom program.’
Now, 12 training videos are available online at:
http://itt.mediasite.com
Topics include:
• Seal Selection
• Troubleshooting with Pump
Curves & Pressure Gauges
• Steam Boilers
• Variable Speed Demonstration
• The Pump Graveyard
• Control Valve Service
• Introduction to Steam Systems
• Steam Regulators: Part 2
• Proper Balancing
• Primary/Secondary Pumping
• Air Control and Air Elimination
• Compression Tank Location
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